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Denmark is not a democracy. It is for Danish citizens, but not for us. They put people in the camps, and for us, there is no democracy. Nobody listens to us. We fled from death in a totalitarian country, but at least there, death is fast. Here it is slow instead. (...) We don’t know how long we will stay here. They are killing us mentally, slowly.

This is how Hassan, a rejected asylum seeker and resident of deportation centre Kærshovedgård, explained his situation to us. Together with 25 fellow residents, Hassan initiated a hunger strike in October 2017 to protest the conditions in the centre what they perceived as a political strategy of the Danish state to leave them there to ‘die slowly’. The hunger strike was the latest in a series of self-organised protests among asylum-seekers in Denmark that called attention to the conditions in deportation and detention centres. The deportation or ‘departure centres’ Sjælsmark and Kærshovedgård have been hotly debated ever since they opened in 2015 and 2016 respectively. They have become one among many hallmarks of the Danish government’s efforts to deter and expel unwanted migrants, and have received harsh criticism from human rights organisations.

Building on this critique, but also trying to understand how the centres are set up and operate beyond the heated and often misinformed political debate, the report has a two-fold aim, addressed in two distinct parts:

The first part gives an overview of how the motivation enhancement measures in the Danish Aliens Act are translated into practice with particular focus on the deportation centres, their structural setup, and their observable effects. To date, the only existing report mapping the situation of non-deportable rejected asylum seekers in Denmark was published by Clante Bendixen in 2011, before the deportation centres were established.

The second part of the report takes the form of an analytical intervention based on the research findings. As researchers and observant participants in and of the Danish and European migration control apparatus, we take the call of deportation centre inhabitants to ‘stop killing us slowly’ as an invitation to critically analyse the Danish deportation centres and their ‘surplus’ functions. We understand
the Danish deportation centres as one of many instruments of the European deportation regime, designed to punish and expel non-white immigrants at serious human and societal costs.

The report addresses asylum-seekers and their support networks, practitioners, and the Danish public, and hopes to contribute to nuance the public debate on the setup and effects of deportation centres. It has been collaboratively written by researchers within the Freedom of Movements Research Collective. As researchers, we work in the tradition of socio-legal scholarship and decolonial and critical border and migration studies and draw on these perspectives to understand issues of migration, citizenship, race, and exclusion. The focus of our inquiry lies on instances where human rights are suspended or made inapplicable, and what then happens: to those confined in the legal grey zones, and to society at large.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

According to the Danish Minister of Immigration and Integration, the Danish deportation centres Sjælsmark and Kærshovedgård are set up to ‘make life intolerable’ for those rejected asylum-seekers who cannot immediately be detained or deported, thereby pressuring them into leaving Denmark ‘voluntarily’. As part of the motivation enhancement measures introduced into the Danish Aliens Act in 1997 the deportation centres confine asylum seekers in geographically isolated ‘open’ institutions with low living standards and minimum welfare provisions. However, these measures have not fulfilled their official function. Instead of making more people return ‘voluntarily’, they have pushed rejected asylum seekers into illegality, while others remain stuck and de facto confined in deportation centres for a potentially indefinite time period. This report gives an overview of the setup of the deportation centres and analyses how the discrepancy between the intended and real effects may be interpreted. It asks: what are the functions of deportation centres based on their real, rather than politically declared effects? Addressing this question, the report finds the following:

- The deportation centres in particular and the motivation enhancement measures in general, do not fulfil their declared function of increasing ‘voluntary’ returns, nor do they address the issue of migrants who are legally stranded for lengthy periods of time with very circumscribed rights.
- The legal frameworks regulating detention or prisons in Denmark (i.e. time limits, access to legal advice, rights guarantees) do not apply to deportation centres. Deportation centres can therefore be compared to indefinite detention.
- The deportation centres result in the drastic deterioration of the mental and physical health of the men, women, and children accommodated there.
- The political framework, the juridical setup and the daily rules and practices in deportation centres contribute to the criminalisation of migrants and refugees.
- By running these practices in a legal grey zone, the Danish government circumvents – and overtly breaches – human rights regulations at the same time locking residents in a situation with very limited possibilities to contest these conditions and claim their human rights.
- While failing to achieve their own stated goals, the motivation enhancement measures and the deportation centres do achieve making peoples’ lives intolerable: they break people’s spirits and minds and force them to live a life in illegality, outside of the justice- and rights system.
PART I
INTRODUCTION

“These people are unwanted in Denmark [...] It should be as intolerable as possible to be on tolerated stay.”

In 2013, the Danish government announced that two ‘departure centres’, Sjælsmark and Kærshovedgård, would be established in order to house rejected asylum-seekers with the aim to pressure them into returning ‘voluntarily’ to their assumed countries of origin. The centres would also house people on tolerated stay and those who received an expulsion order following a criminal conviction. The centres are part and parcel of the ‘motivation enhancement measures’ which were introduced 1997, allegedly to encourage asylum seekers and migrants to leave Denmark or cooperate in their own removal from the country. These measures are found in the Danish Aliens Act, among others in §§ 34, 36, 40, 41, and 42a, and include:

- Forced relocation to deportation centres that are geographically isolated with poor transport connections. The Danish Prison and Probation Service have operated these centres since 2015. The Danish Helsinki Committee for Human Rights has described the conditions in the centres as being ‘worse than Danish prisons’ in several ways.
- No food allowance. This forces the centres’ inhabitants to eat the catered food offered in the centres’ cafeteria at specific times of the day. The food served does not take into account the person’s age, health or religion.
- No right to work.
- Limited access to other meaningful activities, such as education. The activities offered are aimed at preparing the inhabitants for going back to their country of origin. Children are, however, allowed to go to regular school.
- Duty to register with the police up to several times a week.
- Constant risk of being detained or deported, with some being subjected to repetitive detention. Detention is used as a ‘motivational’ measure, i.e. as a strategy to pressure people into leaving.
- Limited access to healthcare and treatment: same as for asylum-seekers, with the notable difference that people can remain in deportation centres for several years with limited access to healthcare.
- No legal assistance during the asylum procedure. It is only when the person has had his or her case rejected by Immigration Service that he/she is appointed a lawyer.
Deportation centres follow a trend among European states where governments gradually step up their efforts to detain and deport rejected asylum seekers and other ‘undesired’ migrants. This trend additionally includes investments in ‘voluntary return programs’, expanded immigration detention facilities, withdrawal of social support for rejected asylum seekers or even complete exclusion from social welfare services (a model practiced in the Netherlands and Sweden). Geographically isolated in old military and prison facilities respectively, surrounded by fences, and operated by the Danish Prison and Probation Service, the Danish deportation centres are intended to ‘make life intolerable’ for residents, thereby ‘motivating’ them to leave Denmark. The placement of the centres is intended to make deportation logistically easier; yet their geographical isolation, coupled with the duties of registration and residence, is problematic as residents’ freedom of movement is extremely circumscribed. The following table 1 and figure 1 give an overview of the setup and location of the two Danish deportation centres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deportation centre Sjælsmark</th>
<th>Deportation centre Kærshovedgård</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hørsholm municipality</td>
<td>Ikast-Brande municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened in 2015. Intended to house 6-700 people, but today houses 100-150 rejected asylum-seekers, including 70 children.</td>
<td>Opened in 2016. Intended to house 600 residents but currently houses 189 people. The majority are rejected asylum-seekers, people on tolerated stay, and individuals with a criminal conviction awaiting deportation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sjælsmark accommodates asylum-seekers awaiting deportation according to the Dublin Regulation; rejected asylum-seekers whose applications have been found ‘manifestly unfounded’ (åbenbart grundløs), and couples and families with children who had their asylum applications rejected. Families are housed in a special section of the centre.</td>
<td>Kærshovedgård accommodates single men and women who are rejected asylum-seekers, and asylum-seekers who are charged with misdemeanours and whose cases are still under consideration with the Danish authorities (‘phase two’). Women, individuals on tolerated stay and people with special psycho-social needs are housed in different separate sections, surrounded by an extra layer of fences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The facilities are military barracks in a still active military training area, where shooting exercises take place on a regular basis, and where it is not unusual to see military tanks passing by. This creates stress for the people living there, some of whom suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder.</td>
<td>Kærshovedgård is a former open prison building. It is located in Ikast-Brande municipality in Jutland, around 9 kilometres from the nearest town. It cannot be reached by public transport, which makes it extraordinarily difficult to leave the centre and to maintain a social life outside: isolated in the forest, conditions amount to confinement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The centres are surrounded by fences and accessed through electronic gates. In Kærshovedgård, the gates have biometrical controls, which makes it possible for authorities to monitor residents’ movements in and out of the centre. Similar controls are going to be installed in Sjælsmark.
Figure 1. The location of deportation centres.

Map by Thomas Elsted, Beata Hemer and Kirstine Nordentoft Mose (2016). The location of the centres is intended make deportations logistically easier; however, their geographical isolation, combined with the duties of residence and reporting is problematic as it drastically limits residents’ freedom of movement.
The motivation enhancement measures, of which the deportation centres are the latest policy development, have been in place for 20 years and have continuously been expanded, despite the fact that they do not seem to have fulfilled their declared function. This observation mirrors evaluations from other European countries where similar deterrence and ‘minimum rights’-approaches have failed to increase deportation rates. This attests to the gap between, on one hand, the formal and intended aims of the motivation enhancement measures, and the actual function and effects of these measures on the other. In face of this policy failure, this first part of the report addresses the following question: what are the observable effects and functions of the motivation enhancement measures and the deportation centres?

The report shows that among the effects of these measures is the fact that more people are pushed into illegality and lose contact with state authorities. Other consequences are that individuals remain locked in a legal no man’s land for long periods of time, at high human and economic costs. The motivation enhancement measures have also resulted in the collective criminalisation of hundreds of people, including children, the vast majority of whom have never been suspected or convicted of any crime. Finally, the report shows that, while failing to achieve their own stated goals, the motivation enhancement measures and the deportation centres indeed render peoples’ lives intolerable and pushes some of them into a life in illegality, rightlessness, and exploitation.

The report builds on qualitative data, gathered by the authors in our capacity as researchers of the European migration regime. The qualitative approach was chosen as it enables a ‘thick description’ of the setup, experiences, and effects of deportation centres. Moreover, secondary literature has been used in the analysis and to contextualise the report’s findings more widely. The following empirical sources provide the basis for the report:

- Testimonies from residents of deportation centres, collected through interviews, discussions, and activist participation with residents of the centres during 2016 and 2017
- Secondary sources, including reports by the Danish immigration service and police authorities, parliamentary hearings, and reports by human rights and non-governmental organisations, legal advisors, and media
- Academic research and reports in the field of immigration control, detention, and deportation
- A paradigmatic example

A paradigmatic example is a case that highlights general characteristics of the phenomenon under investigation. One may generalise from a paradigmatic example precisely because the focus is not on the unique features of the case, but rather on the features that resonate with other, similar cases, and in this way enables us to draw general conclusions regarding the system at hand.
People confined in deportation centres are ‘legally stranded migrants’, that is, non-citizens who “are caught between removal from the State in which they are physically present, inability to return to their State of nationality or former residence, and refusal by any other State to grant entry.”14 To be legally stranded is to be locked in a grey zone between legality and illegality where one’s human rights – indeed, the very right to have rights – is severely circumscribed.15 In order to prevent people from remaining legally stranded for longer periods of time, states are supposed to immediately deport rejected asylum seekers upon termination of their case. In reality, however, many people remain in this situation for extensive periods of time – sometimes for years.16

This section explains why and how some asylum-seekers end up as legally stranded migrants in Denmark and subsequently become targeted by the motivation enhancement measures.

Among the legally stranded migrants are both those who are not considered ‘cooperative’ in their own deportation and those who cannot be deported for reasons outside of their control. In Denmark, the police use the term ‘locked departure position’ to describe the situation of these individuals. These are also the people who are placed in deportation centres. The following figure 2 gives an overview of the legal statuses represented in the deportation centres. The following table 2 shows an overview of the observable effects that the deportation centres have had on the legal situation of residents.

**Table 2: Effects of deportation centres**

- Effects of the deportation centres in light of their intended aims:
  - 4-5 residents of Kærshovedgård are reported to have returned to country of origin.
  - Unknown number of individuals went underground in Denmark or elsewhere in Europe.
  - Between March 2016 and December 2017 44 residents of Kærshovedgård have had their asylum cases reopened; 22 were granted protection status.18
  - It is not possible to obtain corresponding statistics for residents of Sjælsmark.
  - 50 of 70 children in Sjælsmark in locked departure position.19
Figure 2: Who is confined in the deportation centres?

1. Asylum seekers

Positive  
(asylum)  

Negative  
(rejection)  

→

Moves to municipality  

‘Cooperates’ with authorities and leaves ‘voluntarily’  

Does not ‘cooperate’; is subjected to the motivation enhancement measures  

If deportation can be enforced without consent of the asylum seeker: Detention  

according to § 36 of the Danish Aliens Act, max 18 months) and/or deportation  

Deportation cannot be enforced without consent of the asylum-seeker:  

Moved to deportation centre Sjælsmark or Kærshovedgård, no time limit

2. Criminalised non-citizens

Residence status  

Non-residence status/ in asylum procedure (phase two)  

→

Criminal conviction: loss of residence status and expulsion order, but cannot be deported.  

Criminal conviction includes expulsion, but cannot be deported.  

3. Individuals ‘disqualified’ from obtaining protection

Cannot be deported due to the principle of non-refoulement in the Refugee Convention17
Unable to return

We don’t know how long we will stay here. They say: we don’t care, you can stay here until you die. But do they really think I came all this way to sit on my ass and eat, get money, do nothing? No. I’d leave if I could, but I have nowhere to go.20

Kaywan, a resident of Kærshovedgård, shares his frustration of being stuck in such limbo. He also indicates that he ‘would go back if he could’. So, why can’t he?

In order to answer this question on a more general level, we will summarise the existing critique of the Danish asylum system. The most common reason for becoming stuck in Denmark as rejected asylum-seeker is that people refuse to ‘cooperate’ with Danish authorities in their own deportation procedure. Some have built new lives in Denmark; and some are still afraid of returning, even though Danish authorities have decided that it is not dangerous for them to return. However, although authorities often blame legal strandedness on the asylum-seekers, who either ‘fail to comply’ or are ‘lying’, this is far from always the case.21 Moreover, the ways authorities handle cases suffer from shortcomings.

Between March 2016 and December 2017, 44 residents of Kærshovedgård have had their
asylum cases reopened and 22 of them subsequently were granted protection status. 20 of them were Iranian citizens. The prevailing fear among rejected asylum-seekers to return to their assumed countries of origin, and the relatively high number of cases that have been reopened after an initial deportation order, calls attention to the concerns raised by legal advisors and experts regarding shortcomings in the processing of asylum applications.

According to lawyers from the independent Legal Advisory Council, the Danish constitutional state has been “forced down on its knees” because “almost none of the principles of administrative law are observed by Immigration Service, unfortunately often supported by statements of (the Minister for Immigration and Integration) Inger Støjberg.” These concerns reverberate in analyses prepared by other experts regarding the asylum process. The criticism can be summarized as follows:

- Decisions regarding the cases made by Immigration Service have been found to be arbitrary and failing to protect the rights of individuals. Therefore, valid asylum claims risk being rejected.
- In some cases, the Immigration Service makes decisions without complying with the legal requirement that such decisions must be made on the basis of the ‘best possible’ examination of the individual case. This means that many asylum seekers are rejected because they have not had the possibility to present their claims and/or have them adequately assessed.
- The Immigration Service make their discretionary decisions based on so called Country of Origin Information Reports. These reports assess the security conditions in the so-called home countries of asylum-seekers, they must in theory be prepared on a solid basis. Nevertheless, attention has been drawn to the fact that the quality and credibility of these reports differ a lot from one report to the other.
- The decisions made by the Immigration Service can be appealed to the Refugee Appeals Board, but its decisions in this regard seem to occur with a similar arbitrariness to the Immigration Service’s. There is no way to appeal the decisions made by the Refugee Appeals Board.
- The Immigration Service reportedly writes the wrong names and nationalities in the cases. In some cases, this complicates the communication with the applicant and his/her case, and his or her possibility to obtain asylum or apply for family reunification. It is difficult to get Immigration Service to correct these mistakes.
- Asylum-seekers and their lawyers also point out problems with inadequate competence of interpreters, which also harms their asylum procedure.

Many rejected asylum-seekers in the deportation centres experience that their asylum claims have been discarded on false grounds, or because their countries have been declared as safe by Danish authorities. For those who fear persecution based on their religion, gender, sexuality, or political activity, moreover, their fears of persecution are difficult to ‘prove’ to authorities. Many rejected asylum-seekers indeed hold genuine fear of returning to their assumed countries of origin even though their asylum cases have been rejected, and are unlikely to be ‘motivated’ to do so because they are confined in deportation centres.
Yet others cannot be deported *despite* their own efforts to leave (political or practical impediments to deportation). The reasons hereto may include (but are not limited to):

- de jure or de facto statelessness: the individual has no legal status in any country.
- it is practically impossible to travel to the country of origin.
- the country in question refuses to accept an individual back due to political reasons.
- there are no state authorities in charge of the country in question (as in cases of civil wars, like Somalia. Since Denmark started revoking their residence permits, 800 out of 1600 Somali nationals have been placed in a legal no-man’s-land and risk ending up in deportation centres for an indefinite time period.).
- the person in question and/or state authorities are unable to prove his or her citizenship because of a lack of valid identity documents.

According to § 9 c of the Danish Aliens Act, a residence permit may be issued in some cases if:

1. it has not been possible to deport the foreigner according to § 30 for at least 18 months,
2. the foreigner has ‘cooperated’ in the deportation efforts for 18 months consecutively, and
3. his/her return must be considered futile according to the information available at the time.
According to legal advisors, however, it is very rare that residence permit is granted on these grounds,35 and since 2012, no single residence permit has been granted according to § 9 c. 

**Unable to move on**

If legally stranded migrants cannot return to their assumed countries of origin, another strategy could be for them to leave Denmark for another European country. Yet their possibilities of moving on are also limited by European regulations, notably the Dublin Regulation. The Dublin Regulation is enforced through EURODAC, VIS, and SIS; Europe-wide fingerprint databases that are supposed to prevent people from seeking asylum in multiple member states, and, enable control of the movement of migrants and refugees within Europe. Through these databases, authorities can identify in which country was the person’s first point of entry, whether for the purpose of seeking asylum or not.36

While the Dublin Regulation was intended to prevent onward mobility of migrants and refugees in Europe, numerous reports have shown that it has often failed to do so.37 Many residents of the deportation centres in Denmark have been deported back and forth between different European countries - sometimes several times over several years. This is a costly and unsustainable procedure, both for asylum-seekers and for states. Moreover, recently compiled statistics reveal significant differences in asylum assessments both between European states and within states from one year to the next. The only commonality is that they all point in more restrictive directions. An example of the differences in asylum assessments between states is that in 2015, 69% of Afghan nationals were rejected in Denmark, while only 27% were rejected in Germany. As noted by Clante Bendixen, this is particularly alarming because there is no agreement “on a more uniform assessment of asylum cases.”38 Many asylum-seekers testify to feeling caught in a European asylum system that is both confusing and arbitrary. As a resident of Kærshovedgård explained:

> The system is like this: you are in a room trying to get out, and it’s like a labyrinth to get out of there, with lots of different corridors to take and you don’t know which one. I don’t understand how the system works, I don’t understand. And I even worked in a camp before and I know them well there – they don’t understand the system either! There is no way to understand. Asylum is like a lottery: sometimes there are a lot of papers in there and sometimes nothing.39

According to Rigspolitiets Nationale Udlændingecenter, there are currently 956 individuals in a ‘departure position’ in Denmark. 512 of them are in a ‘locked’ departure position (that is, legally stranded), and for an additional 246 people, the police see ‘limited possibilities’ to enforce deportation.40 This means that at least 758 of the 956 persons in departure position risk ending up in deportation centres for an indefinite amount of time and with severely limited alternative prospects. In the following section, the setup of the deportation centres and the motivation enhancement measures which aim to pressure legally stranded migrants to leave will be detailed.
The deportation centres are part and parcel of the ‘deportation turn’ of European migration policy, where states devote increasing resources and efforts to detaining, deterring, and deporting ‘unwanted’ foreigners.41 To this end, they use a variety of criminalising, coercive and deterrence strategies. While detention and forced deportations are costly to enforce, investments in ‘voluntary’ return measures in theory provide a relatively financially and legally ‘cheap’ way for European states to push people into leaving. Among these investments are ‘open’ deportation centres like Sjælsmark and Kærshovedgård in Denmark.

The motivation enhancement measures and their enforcement in the deportation centres operate according to a political “deterrence” logic.42 Deterrence policies consist of deliberately worsening the material and psychological conditions for asylum-seekers and ‘unwanted’ migrants. They have two aims: to pressure individuals into leaving, and to discourage future asylum-seekers from coming. However, international studies show that these strategies rarely work: instead, they only serve to aggravate the situation for people who are already in a very precarious position.43

Similar dynamics are observable in the case of the Danish deportation centres. This section focuses on the legal and structural setup of the deportation centres and the motivation enhancement measures. The following table 3 provides an overview of the actors involved in operating deportation centres, and hence also of translating the motivation enhancement measures into practice.

In the deportation centres, the motivation enhancement measures come into effect through the everyday activities of officials and employees who interpret, translate, and enforce the legal framework and the political instruction ‘to make life intolerable for those unwanted in Denmark’ into practice. Individual representatives of the Prison Union and Red Cross workers have voiced critique of their assigned duties to enforce ‘symbolic’ power44 and maintain ‘intolerable’ conditions for residents respectively.45
Table 3: The institutions operating deportation centres

**Immigration Service**  The Immigration Service’s Centre for Administration and Asylum Accommodation is responsible for the control, economy and accommodation of asylum-seekers, and decides whether a rejected asylum-seeker is to be accommodated in a deportation centre. They also determine the conditions for residents’ duty to register and duty to reside on the basis of the recommendations made by the National Foreigner’s Police.

**The Danish Police**  The Foreigner’s Police are responsible for the deportation cases of residents. The Foreigner’s Police interview rejected asylum-seekers and decide whether they are considered ‘cooperative’ in the deportation process and whether and how the deportation order can be enforced. Nordsjællands Politi and Midt- og Vestjyllands politikreds oversee the everyday ‘safety and security’ in the deportation centres.

**The Prison and Probation Service**  The Prison and Probation Service operate migration-related detention centre Ellebæk, and the deportation centres Sjælsmark and Kærshovedgård. As the deportation centres are not prisons in the legal sense, prison officers lack the authority to use coercive force or sanction residents; instead, the role of the trained uniformed prison officers and civilian ‘institutional staff’ there is primarily symbolic.

**The Danish Red Cross**  The Red Cross offers very limited emergency health care and treatment in the deportation centres. All additional treatment beyond emergency healthcare has to be approved by the Immigration Service. The Red Cross also offer limited daily activities in the deportation centres, including for children.
Here is worse than prison, they treat us worse than prisoners and we haven’t even committed any crime. Here there is no time limit. That’s the difference, if you’ve got a prison sentence you know for how long you will be there but here we don’t know. We don’t know how long we will stay here.46

The deportation centres Sjælsmark and Kærshovedgård and the detention centres Vridsløselille and Ellebæk are all examples of the merging of criminal institutions and regulations and immigration-related law. International research has warned that this merging minimises the rights of the non-citizens targeted.47 As the above quote by Naim, a resident of Kærshovedgård, illustrates, there are some aspects of the setup of deportation centres that are particularly worrying in this regard:

• the lack of time limit;
• severe restrictions to residents’ freedom of movement;
• and the lack of regulations and judicial safeguards for residents confined there.

In order to understand the legally unclear nature of deportation centres, including why they are problematic from a human rights perspective yet so difficult to contest, it is useful to compare them to a) migration-related detention and b) Danish prisons.
Deportation centres vs. Migration related detention

There are important differences in the judicial safeguards for people who are detained under the Danish Aliens Act, and residents of the deportation centres: residents of deportation centres are not considered to be detained and are, in theory, free to leave the centres at any time. Moreover, residents are only ‘supposed to’ spend a few weeks in deportation centres before they are deported. This is true for those who await deportation to another European country under Dublin procedures, which usually does not take long; however, many residents remain in the centres for substantially longer.

Some have, prior to arriving there, spent over a decade in the Danish asylum system and have awaited deportation for several years. This is important to stress, because their situation is not likely to change when they are moved to deportation centres. The Immigration Service has acknowledged that it is ‘very difficult to assess’ how long residents will remain in the centres, as it depends on the practical, political, and juridical possibilities of enforcing the deportation.

In practice, then, residents’ situations resemble that of being detained, but without legal basis and with no time limit. Yet the residents of Kærshovedgård and Sjælsmark can also be detained in Denmark’s migration related detention centre: Ellebæk. Ellebæk is a closed institution where the following persons may be detained under § 36 of the Aliens Act:

- Persons facing forced deportation
- Persons who have failed to show up for questioning by the police
- Persons whose deportation is to be determined
- Persons whom the police judges to be ‘non-cooperative’ in the investigation and processing of their case
- Persons resisting deportation

§ 35 of the Aliens Act regulates immigration detention and criminal cases involving non-citizens. The rules spelled out under § 36 imply that some of the persons affected by the motivation enhancement measures in Sjælsmark or Kærshovedgård have been or risk being imprisoned for shorter or longer periods of time. While the police generally avoid detention if there are no prospects of deporting a person within the foreseeable future, deportation centre residents still remain under constant risk of being detained.

Indeed, there is no way for residents of deportation centres to know when or why they might be subjected to detention. For instance, the unclear criteria pertaining especially to what constitutes ‘cooperation’ with authorities induces a sense of arbitrariness and unpredictability. According to § 36 section 4, a person may be detained during the processing of their asylum case if “the alien, by his or her actions, prevents the disclosure of information in the asylum case”, for instance by “withholding information about his identity, nationality, or travel route” or “in other ways fails to cooperate in providing information to the case” (Danish Aliens Act § 36, 4, points 2 and 3).

Discretionary decisions on whether a person is cooperating are taken by the individual police officer handling the case. The executive power, in this case the Danish National Police, thereby take on a role that can be compared to that of the judiciary power in relation to the individual case. Prior findings of cases regarding “non-cooperation” that have been scrutinised by researchers and lawyers show that these decisions are often made on arbitrary and unclear grounds. Moreover, legal advisors report that there has been an increase in the use of detention by the Danish police in the past years.
Deportation centres vs. prisons in Denmark

The unclear nature of deportation centres is further highlighted by the fact that, while they are not imprisonment in the legal sense, in practice they drastically restrict the freedom of movement for residents. Additionally, as illustrated in table 4 below, the conditions in deportation centres are remarkably different from those in Danish prisons, especially with regard to transparency, clarity as to the purpose, operation, and termination of residency, and the possibility to appeal authorities' decisions.

Both Amnesty International and the Danish Helsinki Committee have warned that conditions in deportation centres are “worse than prisons.” This is not to say that the conditions in Danish prisons are unproblematic; the problems of the prison system are beyond the scope of this report. It is however important to highlight the unclear and ambiguous legal status of deportation centres - they are neither prisons, nor are they regulated by the (limited) judicial framework for migration-related detention. This makes it very difficult for residents of the centres to protest conditions and claims their rights, exactly because they are not detained in the legal sense and therefore theoretically “free to leave Denmark, if they don’t like it there.”

Deportation centres as indefinite detention?

The ‘freedom’ to leave of people in deportation centres is highly circumscribed in practice. Indeed, according to residents, several NGOs, and the Danish Supreme Court, the conditions of deportation centres resemble those of indefinite detention. While residents are not detained in the legal sense, they must:

- spend every night at the centre (duty of residence, ‘opholdspligt’). This means that residents have to be back in the centre by 10 pm every evening;
- regularly register with the police (registration duty, ‘meldepligt’): 5-7 times a week for residents on tolerated stay and those convicted to expulsion by a criminal court; 3 times a week for rejected asylum-seekers);
- ask authorities for permission if they want to spend the night outside the centres (‘underretningspligt’). Failure to register with authorities can amount to a criminal offense, punishable by a fine (which they are unlikely to be able to pay as they have no right to any income) or up to 1,5 years of provisional detention, served either in Kærshovedgård or by electronic ankle bracelet.

Legally, it makes an important difference that these conditions are not considered to amount to detention, as such deprivation of liberty would be unlawful if it does not fall under § 35 or § 36 of the Danish Aliens Act. Moreover, detention without time limit would breach art. 5 of the European Convention of Human Rights, and violate the standards set out in the EU Return Directive (which stipulates a time limit of 12 months). While a decision on detention can be appealed, and detainees are assigned a lawyer to help them in this endeavour, the administrative decision by Immigration Service on ‘duty of residence’ (opholdspligt) cannot be appealed (see Danish Aliens Act § 46a, stk 1). Instead, the conditions of deportation centres fall within the legal grey zone of “restricted freedom of movement”, for which there are no procedural guarantees.
In a court ruling from January 2017 regarding a Kærshovedgård resident’s violation of the duty to reside and register (opholds- og meldepligt), the Danish Supreme Court declared that conditions amounted to disproportionate infringements to his freedom of movement, and thereby in violation with human rights law. The man was on tolerated stay and had been subjected to these control measures since 2009. This is by no means the first time that the court deems government policies targeting legally stranded migrants unlawful; nor is it the last. Already in 2012, the government chose to ignore the verdict of the so-called Karkavandi case and subsequent critique from the Ombudsman. The legal representative of Karkavandi, Christian Dahlager, remarked that the government’s response “undermines the judicial system.” Since then, his critique has been repeated by the Danish Supreme Court, Amnesty International, the Danish Refugee Council, the Danish Institute for Human Rights, Dignity, Retspolitisk Forening, and Foreningen af Udlændingeretsadvokater, who all highlight that the situation for those forced to reside and regularly register at Kærshovedgård under the strictest conditions risks (and in individual cases, does) amount to disproportionate and illegal detention.

However, this has not prevented politicians from continuing adopting more restrictive policies targeting primarily individuals on tolerated stay: the latest changes entered into force in March 2017. The government has introduced a scheme that details how the court should judge violations of the duty to reside and register in the deportation centres, which de facto removes the discretion of courts to take individual considerations into account when issuing verdicts. The National Association of Defence Attorneys has criticised the government for politicising their work and undermining the separation of legislative and judicial powers. As of March 2018, 243 deportation centre residents have reportedly been charged with violating the duty of residence in Kærshovedgård. Lawyers estimate that this form of punishment, much like other restrictions, will not have the intended effect of making more people ‘give up’ Denmark.

Despite politicians’ efforts to pressure courts in a more restrictive direction, however, their new law has been challenged: in January 2018, the district court (byretten) in Herning freed Sharvin Shojaie, who is on tolerated stay, from the charges of having violated the duty to reside and register in Kærshovedgård. What is more, the court suspended his duty to live in Kærshovedgård, as the court found that he had been subjected to these control measures for too long already. This means that more people, whose cases have not been taken to court, might find themselves being subjected to control measures that amount to disproportionate infringements of their freedom of movement in the deportation centres.

The Danish Minister of Integration has continuously defended the “need” to “go to the very edge of the conventions”, suggesting that human rights is a luxury rather than an absolute bottom line. However, the conventions have indeed been written as bottom-lines. If crossed, this will by definition result in the violations of human rights. The conclusion of courts and human rights organisations that conditions in deportation centres amount to (unlawful) detention for those on tolerated stay, can and should also be taken seriously for all residents held in the legal grey zone of deportation centres.

Moreover, as pointed out by Mohamed, a resident of Sjælsmark: “They do anything to make us go away… they are pushing us away but we have nowhere to go. Dublin procedures will just bring us back here again.” In a way, then, residents who are legally stranded in Denmark, are also physically stranded there. Even if they leave the deportation centres, they risk detention for failure to register with authorities; and should they cross its borders, they risk being deported back, and Denmark effectively becomes their ‘open prison’.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deportation centres</th>
<th>Prisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limited activities are offered that serve to &quot;prepare&quot; residents to leave Denmark.\textsuperscript{54}</td>
<td>Prisoners are prepared in the best way possible to return into Danish society once they have finished their prison sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The centres are isolated from society. Transportation is provided for only in direct connection to residents’ deportation cases or acute healthcare.</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents may leave the centre on the condition that they fulfil the registration duty. In practice, however, it is difficult for residents to leave the centres as they are located in isolated places and public transport is inaccessible and/or unaffordable for residents.</td>
<td>Some prisons are located in isolated places, others not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents do not have the right to work, but they are offered limited activities, such as English classes (but not Danish classes). The decision on which activities are to be offered are made by the operators of the centres. Activities are not supposed to create ‘routines’ that would contradict the ‘motivating’ purpose of the centres.</td>
<td>In principle, residents are not allowed to leave the prison facilities. In practice, however, depending on whether it is an open or closed prison, residents may be permitted to leave the prison facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights (including the right to liberty and protection against arbitrary arrest or detention\textsuperscript{55}) are not protected as deportation centres are not considered as detention in the ‘legal’ sense.</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejected asylum seekers who have not committed any crime have not had a trial, and they have no access to legal advice after the final rejection. Among foreign national offenders who received a deportation order following the termination of their prison sentence and/or asylum-seekers awaiting trial before a court for a criminal offense, most criminal offenses share the following characteristics: a) Misdemeanours, which for Danish citizens would be punishable by a fine; b) Criminal offenses that have been directly provoked by the conditions in asylum or deportation centres, and/</td>
<td>Residents can work, study, and are offered various activities inside the prison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal requirements fulfilled; human rights (including the right to liberty and protection against arbitrary arrest or detention) are generally respected in cases of lawful detention.</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prison sentence served after criminal offense, judicial procedures, and sentence by court. Prison sentences are given in relation to the character and gravity of the criminal offense, and the conviction or sentence takes the mental state of the offender into consideration.</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
or interactions with migration authorities, centre staff, police, or politicians; c) Legal offenses that are the consequence of the psychological pressure that residents are subjected to.

Uncertainty in relation to the length of stay in the centres: no time limit.

Residents are not allowed to cook their own food. Special dietary needs are not taken into consideration.

Access to healthcare and treatment is restricted to ‘emergencies’, hence very limited.

Fences may be erected or changed inside and around the centres without any clear purpose, other than serving a symbolic function of making conditions ‘intolerable’.

The centres are operated by the Prison and Probation Service, but officers’ role is civilian. This means that they are not allowed to use coercive force. Prison officers carry uniform (without truncheon and handcuffs) in spite of the civilian role.

The role of the Prison and Probation Service is unclear, as is the basis of the ‘house rules’ of deportation centres. The general logic of the centres is to make life intolerable for residents.

Residents are subjected to a sentence-like decision to residence in deportation centres without time limit. It is unclear which instance makes these decisions: formally, the Immigration Service decides on where asylum-seekers are housed, based on recommendations by the individual police officer in charge of the deportation case. The decision to move people to deportation centres is made without legal supervision and cannot be appealed.

Generally clear and predetermined length of the penalty and thereby length of imprisonment. Possibility to apply for reduced prison sentence.

Residents may be allowed to cook their own food. Special dietary needs covered.

Normal access to healthcare and treatment.

Fences and/or walls are supposed to serve a clearly defined purpose.

Prisons are operated by the Prison and Probation Service, and officers’ role is not civilian. This means that they have the authority to use coercive force. Prison officers carry full uniform.

The role of the Prison and Probation Service is clear and unambiguous: their role is to maintain the prison order while also ‘normalising’ life in the prison to the greatest extent possible: that is, to make it as tolerable as possible.

Imprisonment is preceded by a court sentence, and the length of imprisonment is determined by the judicial power.
EVERYDAY LIFE IN THE DEPORTATION CENTRES

Written and unwritten rules

The everyday lives of legally stranded migrants are framed by a set of written and unwritten rules that affect every aspect of their lives. This section describes the life conditions for people subjected to the motivation enhancement measures in the deportation centres, building on the official, written rules of the centres, residents’ experiences of these rules, and the centres’ ‘unwritten rules’. In interviews and conversations with residents of deportation centres, three themes were recurrent: Feelings of being put in a state of permanent anxiety, loss of dignity and humanity, and the experience of being criminalised.

The written house rules for Sjælsmark and Kærshovedgård can be found on the centres’ websites. Some of the written rules are general for all state institutions; others are translations of the motivation enhancement measures found in the Danish Aliens Act, and yet others are motivation enhancement strategies, that is, interpretations not directly derivable from the law.

The rules that can be said to apply generally to public institutions are the following:

- Residents should follow the instructions given by centre staff and keep themselves up to date with important information from the centre.
- Residents should behave respectfully.
- Children and minors are subordinate to their parents and parents are responsible for the actions of their children.
- Any crime committed in the centre will be reported to the police.

Since residents are put under significant physical and psychological pressure, these general rules subject them to additional pressure. In particular, the rules on “respectful behaviour” and report of any misdemeanour to the police subject them to psychological pressure, especially when the residents’ concerns and reported conflicts among co-residents or with the staff are not taken seriously or addressed by the management. Similarly, keeping ‘up to date’ with news from the centre can be associated with grave anxiety: Adama, who lives in Sjælsmark, describes his daily visit to the reception, where residents should pick up their mail from the police or immigration service, as a nerve-wrecking exercise: “no news is the news, it means I’m not deported today”.

Rules that are direct translations of the motivation enhancement measures found in the Danish Aliens Act include the following:
Residents should be ready to identify themselves by displaying their asylum card and keys upon staff’s demand (rules on identification). This rule applies to all asylum centres, not only deportation centres.

Residents are offered three meals a day at fixed hours. Meals can only be consumed in the cafeteria, in accordance with the rule on no daily allowance and catering arrangement.

According to the recent report by the Helsinki Committee, the staff in Sjælsmark may conduct body searches in cases where there is a suspicion of stolen goods, while in Kærshovedgård, it “is quite permissible to search the premises, but not known what should be searched for. There are no guidelines. Apart from illegal items such as knives and weapons, it is not clear what is permitted (...) body searches of residents are not permitted.”

Residents must apply to Immigration Service to spend the night outside the centre (duty to report).

Residents must participate in activities and sleep at the centre. In Kærshovedgård, residents must also activate their key card every 24 hours (duty of residence).

Fences and surveillance are monitored by the staff. Residents are not allowed to touch or climb over the fence that surrounds the centres.

Residents are not allowed to “linger just outside the centre for any length of time”.

Residents are not allowed to personalise their rooms, and the staff have free access to them at all times.

Residents are not allowed to cook food in their rooms.

The centres do not offer any areas designed for religious practice, nor are residents allowed to design such areas themselves.

Residents may receive visitors, and they have to be reported to staff.

These rules demonstrate the differences between regular asylum centres and deportation centres, where the latter have rules that resemble those of prisons (such as surveillance, fences, and highly regulated access). Furthermore, some rules are more restrictive than those in prisons (such as the prohibition on personalising one’s room, lack of opportunities to cook food, earn money, and arrange for spiritual practices).

The unwritten rules in the deportation centres are vague and changeable agreements made by the staff, individually or together, regarding the daily operation of the centres. This is normal for any institution. Where it may be problematic – and of particular interest to this report – are the conditions under which such vague and unwritten rules contribute to the deliberate generation of uncertain, uncomfortable and indeed, intolerable conditions for residents.
**The intolerable everyday**

The combination of control and surveillance measures with no clear purpose causes stress and uncertainty among residents, and a constant feeling of being surveilled without them knowing why or for what. Bashir, a resident of Kærshovedgården, explained:

> The surveillance is everywhere. What do they monitor? I don’t know, but I think it's just for us to feel uncomfortable. We have to pass seven locked doors to go out and then get back in to our rooms. The biometrical keys often don't work and I can be locked out for an hour. They know everywhere I go, every movement.

Kaywan in Kærshovedgården additionally noted that: “They waste money on creating inhuman conditions; they make a business out of us. But it’s a waste of money for them. They could use this money for good things, to help people.” The sense of the Danish state directly investing in their effective confinement and dehumanisation is recurrent in testimonies from deportation centre residents. Moreover, the duty to reside and regularly register in the centre severely restricts residents’ possibilities of having a life outside the centre:

> It’s the everyday things. That someone else knows exactly how many times a day you walked out of your room, that when I go to the shower will my door be locked, that I wonder will my keys still work if I go to the cafeteria… you shouldn't worry about those things, they are just little things but they affect your everyday life; especially when you don’t know how long they will continue for…

As residents are neither allowed to work nor study, everyday life in the centres is characterised by idleness, restlessness, and protracted waiting. Issa, who lived for two years in Sjælsmark, describes this the following way:

> Even though you are allowed to leave the camp, there are certain regulations which make it very difficult for you to live. You can’t have any activities that keep you going. It’s like a border between you and the rest of society, one that you can’t see… As a normal person you choose to do things when you want to do them. You can eat when you want, exercise whenever you want, decide how you want to live your life. In the camp, we are deprived of all choices. And you can't make any plans for your life.

Indeed, in the centres, residents are forced into passivity, which both deprives them of their dignity and come at great economic and human costs:

> When you’re in the system, time pauses. It's all they have: you just walk around in the different camps you have been sent to, and that’s it. You sit in your room, you go for food, come back. That’s it. There is internet but as long as you can’t work, you can’t afford a computer or a smartphone… unless you steal, or become a beggar. These are one of the things the system makes to you. (...) and this situation could go on forever. Many of those who are there have to stay there for the rest of their lives… and bearing this in mind is a burden you carry. And it creates craziness. When life doesn’t have a purpose, when it's made not to have a purpose… it makes you go crazy. Knowing you have potentials, dreams. And this is just to make you sign a paper. And to you this might well be a death trap you are signing.
The law constrains residents’ freedom to go about their daily lives in ways that often appear as arbitrary to them. If they react to or challenge these rules (for instance, the duty to report and register), they risk criminalisation, “namely, imprisonment for up to 1-3 years”. It is important again to underline that the explicit purpose of these rules to motivate residents to leave Denmark translates in practice into making life intolerable for them.

Residents’ complaints on badly prepared food, together with the recent hunger strike, have been mediatised in a way that, for the most part, frames residents as ‘undeserving’ and ‘ungrateful’ welfare abusers. However, it is pivotal to bear in mind that the catering arrangement is part of the motivation enhancement measures, and it is intended to put additional pressure on residents by minimising their freedom. Protests and ‘complaints’ should therefore be understood as ways of protesting the deprivation of agency and control over one’s everyday life.

Living in deportation centres also means living with a stigma, which is aggravated by the framing of residents as ‘criminals’ in media and public discourse. As Hassan told us:

I’m afraid to go out. (...). The Danish people outside look at you differently because of your skin and hair colour - like they expect us to do something. I want to just take off my jacket, show the pockets: Look I have no bomb, no knife, no nothing! I’m not a criminal! The other week when I took the train, the conductor saw the ID card (where it says “Udrejsecenter Kærshovedgård” in capital letters above the name and photo). What are you doing here? he told me, aren’t you supposed to be locked up? I told him no, I can leave the centre – and he said, you want me to call the police?

Taken together, the rules and governing practices of the deportation centres serve to make the life of their residents ‘intolerable’, by depriving them of the possibility to make their own decisions over their daily life as well as to plan for the future. The unpredictable rules and the ever-present risk of detention and deportation further creates substantial anxiety among residents. Last but not least, this condition is aggravated by the social stigma attached to their legal status, the experience of being surveilled and suspected, and the fear that any misdemeanour will result in their criminalisation and deportation. Considering these substantial costs the following question emerges: what concrete effects and purposes do deportation centres fulfil? The following section revolves around this question.
THE INTENDED VS. REAL EFFECTS OF DEPORTATION CENTRES

There is no comprehensive statistics that systematically assesses the effects of both deportation centres on deportation rates, and it is additionally difficult to isolate their influence on rejected asylum-seekers’ decisions to stay in Denmark or move on. Nevertheless, available numbers indicate that the centres have so far not fulfilled their declared political function. As of November 2017, only 4-5 residents of Kærshovedgård were reported to have returned to their countries of origin since the centre opened in early 2016.91 Instead of increasing deportation rates, the centres generate more of what they are supposed to prevent: reportedly, they have contributed to more people being pushed into illegality or leaving for another European country.92

This section outlines how the centres have instead deteriorated the mental and physical health among residents, including children. They have also fuelled the criminalisation of legally stranded migrants. It concludes that current practices fail to offer a sustainable solution to people who are legally stranded in Denmark but instead leave them in a limbo situation with very circumscribed rights for a potentially indefinite period of time. In face of this situation, the rejected asylum seekers can either stay and be broken down mentally, or they can enter a life in illegality, among others by becoming cheap labour force in an increasingly unequal system with no access to justice.

The effect of deportation centres on residents’ health

This place is inhuman. It’s a factory, designed to make people give up hope. Every month we watch people going mad here. There’s nothing else to do here than to go crazy.93

This remark by a long-term resident of deportation centre Sjælsmark is by no means unique. It testifies to the detrimental effects of the motivation enhancement measures on the mental health of people targeted by them. The negative effects of the long-term waiting, idleness, and isolation in asylum and deportation centres on people’s mental and physical health is well documented, in Denmark as well as in other countries.94 Many asylum-seekers suffer from traumas already when
they arrive in Denmark, and the protracted waiting in asylum centres aggravate this stress.95 The system also generates new traumas: there are examples of people whose mental health was so negatively affected by their time in Danish asylum centres that they were eventually granted residence permit on humanitarian grounds for this reason.96

A comprehensive report on the connection between the length of stay in asylum centres and the mental health among asylum-seekers written by several medical researchers, shows that psychological problems increased with the time spent in asylum centres. This was the case for all forms of mental illness.97 Forced immobility, idleness, social isolation, stigmatisation, and the lack of time limit and of possibilities to influence one’s daily routines are reported to have particularly serious effects on the mental health of people spending longer time periods in asylum centres. Staff of deportation centres have also noted that the system increases diseases, anxiety, self-harm and suicide attempts, and aggression among residents.98 Adama, a resident of Sjælsmark testified:

We see here how people gradually become crazy. They withdraw, become paranoid, and start talking to themselves. They start using drugs, some start to harm themselves or others. They die on the inside. Slowly, they are killing us, but the state doesn’t understand its own role in this.99

Residents of both Sjælsmark and Kærshovedgård similarly testify that they have experienced and/or witnessed co-residents becoming depressed, suffering from chronic headache, sleep deprivation, and anxiety, and they have engaged with thoughts or acts of self-harm. Anxiety is further aggravated by fears of being subjected to detention or deportation at any time (for instance, in so-called dawn raids).100 John in Sjælsmark explains:

To live constantly in this uncertainty, where the prison officers can knock on your door anytime and say that now you’re going to Kærshovedgård, or now you’re going to be deported… what that does to people, they don’t understand. Many people get traumatised by this waiting.101

Legally stranded migrants have the same access to healthcare as asylum-seekers. According to the Danish law on reception conditions for asylum seekers, medical healthcare screenings should be offered in asylum centres either by the Red Cross or the municipalities. For specialist healthcare, Immigration Service must screen and accept a special application. In the deportation centres, the Red Cross should offer “emergency healthcare and pain relief”.102 Authorities are also obliged to offer “healthcare that cannot be postponed (...) which otherwise run a risk of resulting in permanent injuries or in the condition deteriorating or becoming chronic”.103

A major problem with this system is that it assumes that people only stay for short time periods in asylum or deportation centres. In reality, however, many risk remaining there for years, with very limited access to treatment, which risks aggravating their mental and physical condition. Importantly, rather than merely a side-effect of the motivation enhancement measures, the mental and physical illness among deportation centre residents is a direct and foreseeable consequence of a system designed to make their life intolerable.

In a recent interview with DR P1, a Red Cross doctor working in Kærshovedgård highlighted the ethical problems arising from working with ‘humanitarian’ services in the deportation centres. The doctor pointed out that it was ethically problematic for him to work in the deportation centre, for two reasons: first, doctors must not contribute to human rights breaches, and second, according to the Torture convention, public employees must not use degrading
and inhuman treatment to pressure people into complying with the state’s orders, in this case the deportation order.\textsuperscript{104}

It is again worth restating that the pressure put on residents has not resulted in more people ‘cooperating’ in their own deportation process. This is in line with international research and has been confirmed by police officers working directly with deportations and by Red Cross staff and researchers who are in direct contact with residents.\textsuperscript{105} Protests including self-harm, such as the recent hunger strike staged in Kærshovedgård,\textsuperscript{106} should be understood in light of the substantial pressure exerted on residents, as a reaction and a means to reclaim control over their own life and death.\textsuperscript{107}

**Children in deportation centres**

The motivation enhancement measures are not designed to target children, but in practice, their effects are severe for children who have become legally stranded together with their families. 70 children currently reside in Sjælsmark, and 21 of them are born in Denmark. 50 of them are in a ‘locked departure position’,\textsuperscript{108} which means that they might be held there for a long period of time. In addition, before arriving in the ‘family unit’ in Sjælsmark, they have often spent years in different asylum centres. As of today, more than 120 children have spent more than four years of their lives in asylum centres.\textsuperscript{109}

We know from earlier reports that, “most children are psychologically damaged after a few years in the Danish asylum system”.\textsuperscript{110} They have additionally spent their childhood in a “state of exception”.\textsuperscript{111} Refugees Welcome share the following story of Taufiki, a 9-year old who spent 7 years in Danish asylum centres, from which he suffers from developmental issues.\textsuperscript{112}

Since the small family was moved to Sjælsmark, his condition has worsened dramatically. Several years ago, he and his mother were imprisoned by the police and the next day, put on a plane to Congo. However, the authorities there rejected them, so the police were forced to take them back to Denmark. He fears that this could happen again at any time and therefore refuses to eat in the cafeteria, where the police are present. His mother recently found a knife, which he kept under his pillow at night. He wets himself several times a day and every night, the bed.\textsuperscript{112}

The Red Cross runs a kindergarten in Sjælsmark and older children can go to school outside the centre. Yet aside from sharing the anxiety and uncertainty of their parents, children are also deeply affected by the social isolation, stigmatisation, and lack of freedom in the centre, where the everyday is also marked by forced deportations, and by the destructive or desperate outbursts of other fellow residents. Children’s rights advocates and psychologists warn that long-term residence in Sjælsmark will have a lasting, traumatising effect on children, calling this policy ‘unacceptable’.\textsuperscript{113} Children are, in other words, bereft of a sound and healthy future.

Moreover, deportation centres split families. Forced residence in Kaershovedgård makes it impossible to sustain a family life outside the centres: travelling to see their families can take hours and are often unaffordable for residents. Indeed, the Danish Helsinki Committee concluded that in practice, residents are not guaranteed the possibility of maintaining regular contact with their families, as required by the European Convention on Human Rights and the respect for family life.\textsuperscript{114}
Criminalisation

We see people go mad from waiting, but when people shout, play loud music and drink at night, they tell us they can do whatever they want, it’s a free country. But then, when they start harming themselves, smashing windows and damaging the place, are they still free to do that? When they don’t listen to us when we speak up, what’s that freedom worth?115

Hussain, a resident of Sjælsmark, expressed his frustration with the plights of residents not being listened to - at least not until they risk resulting in a criminal conviction. A common misconception among politicians and the public is that deportation centres in particular, and motivation enhancement measures in general, are designed for ‘criminal aliens’. In fact, the vast majority of rejected asylum-seekers have never been suspected or convicted of a crime: this is true both for the families and couples in Sjælsmark and for single men and women in Kærshovedgård.116

Yet the police presence and daily patrols around and in the deportation centres reinforce the impression among local communities that residents are criminals who need to be closely monitored. This idea has become rooted among neighbours of the two deportation centres, who fear increasing crime rates and a decreased property value as a result of the deportation centres being placed in their neighbourhoods.117 However, the police have not reported any substantive increase in criminal incidents involving residents in the deportation centres.118

Importantly, moreover, while the government and most of the media make it seem as if most convicted foreign nationals are charged with severe crimes, many of those who have been convicted have in fact been charged with petty crimes such as vandalism, shoplifting, or human smuggling when they have helped relatives to cross the border to Denmark to apply for asylum. There is a second important element to understand this criminalisation: residents risk being criminalised for their reactions to – or resistance against - the psychological, physical, and social pressure they are subjected to in the deportation centres. These reactions include acts of self-harm, occasional free riding on the bus, or cooking food for themselves and their children in violation of house rules of the deportation centres.

When minor misdemeanours are reported to the police, it has potentially severe implications for the outcome of asylum procedures and the right to remain in Denmark. Asylum-seekers whose cases have not yet been determined by the Immigration Service (so-called phase two asylum-seekers) and who have committed a minor misdemeanour, have been moved to deportation centres since 2017. Importantly, people in ‘phase two’ have not yet had their cases before the court; but the Immigration Service has still (pre)judged that they are unlikely to obtain residence permit. Their cases can then be used as deterrence, and to discipline other asylum-seekers.

Some concrete examples of the minor misdemeanours that count as ‘crime’ and can result in rejection and deportation orders include:

- persons who have been involved in some shoplifting at the supermarket (like in one case, a bottle of water)
- persons who got into a minor fight with others at the asylum or deportation centre (thereby being considered as violating the rule of ‘respectful behaviour’)
- persons who had a small amount of hash in the centre (a joint butt can do it)
While the consumption of any drugs is forbidden in the centres, some residents use alcohol and drugs to cope with the psychological pressure they are subjected to. Bashir, a resident of Kærshovedgård, noted the following: “They don’t care if we use drugs like heroin in the camps, because they can use that to criminalise us”.

In some cases, then, criminalisation results in people being denied residence permit even if they have valid asylum claims. They become stuck in Denmark, as they cannot obtain residence permit, nor be deported, as that would constitute a violation of international human rights law and the Danish Aliens Act (§ 31). This is the case for some of those on ‘tolerated stay’, who remain in an ‘unregulated, legal no man’s land’, potentially for the rest of their lives.

Once asylum seekers have been pushed into committing a crime, the very same policies that generated their desperate situation will punish them by rejecting their asylum claims and ensure their deportation or indefinite confinement in deportation centres. The next section shows in detail how such a process of criminalisation can take place via a paradigmatic example.
The paradigmatic example concerns the case of Emmanuel, who arrived in Denmark as a trafficked person from Nigeria, and who received a final rejection on his application for asylum in 2013. The example includes a conflict that took place in Sjælsmark in February 2016, and illustrates how an everyday situation such as a meal in the cafeteria becomes part of a criminalisation practice. The situation is presented on the basis of the following sources: The testimony of the resident in question and the testimony of the involved prison officers, all presented under oath in court.

Emmanuel was charged for threats of violence towards public officials according to § 119 of the Danish Criminal Code. The demand from the prosecutor was at least three month’s imprisonment and expulsion according to § 49 in the Danish Aliens Act, including a six-years long re-entry ban to the Schengen area. The trial took place on two separate occasions: in the spring of 2017, and in the summer 2017 when the sentence was declared. Emmanuel received an unconditional punishment of three months’ imprisonment and subsequent expulsion with a re-entry ban of six years.

Although the focus on the report is not on the asylum system as such, it is important to bear in mind the important critique voiced against the current functioning of this system as presented in the section Why do people become legally stranded in Denmark? Hence, problematic aspects of the asylum procedure in the paradigmatic case are included to the extent these are relevant to understanding the case as a whole.

The incident that evolved into a criminal case

Motivational measures in the departure centres are killing us slowly. I think you can call it mental warfare. The centres that the state puts into practice every day in the centres do not motivate people to go home. Instead, they create mental illness and suicidal non-citizens.

Upon rejection of his asylum case, Emmanuel was placed in a ‘departure position’, awaiting deportation. According to § 9c section 2, the Danish Aliens Act a rejected asylum-seeker can be granted a residence permit if his or her deportation has not been possible to enforce after 18 months. Emmanuel was in a ‘departure position’ for substantially longer than 18 months: for over four years. Even
though he had signed the police’s deportation order, thereby stating that he agreed to cooperate in his own deportation, he was not considered as sufficiently ‘cooperative’ to qualify for temporary residence permit under § 9c section 2. He was moved to Sjælsmark when the centre opened in 2015. In the early months of 2017, Emmanuel received the letter which said he was charged for threats of violence towards public officials. In this case, the public officials are some of the prison officers in Sjælsmark. The situation that the charges are based on took place in early 2016, in the cafeteria of Sjælsmark, where Emmanuel was going to have his dinner.

According to Emmanuel, he had arrived in the cafeteria between 15 and five minutes before the end of the designated dinner time. He was the last person who came to eat his dinner in the cafeteria that day, and since he knew that the rest of the food would be thrown out, he asked for an extra piece of chicken. The prison officer who served him the food declined his request. The situation developed into a discussion between Emmanuel and the officers who were present. Surprised by the guard’s refusal to give him another piece of chicken, Emmanuel drew attention to his surprise at this decision, and to his experience of arbitrariness. The officer then threw away the food. Upon seeing this, Emmanuel told the officer that he would help him throw out the food and subsequently threw his tray with food on the floor and left the cafeteria in an agitated state of mind.

Three other officers and one of the kitchen staff were in the cafeteria at the time. According to the officers, Emmanuel aimed a fork at one of them and threatened them verbally after having thrown the tray with food on the floor. According to one of the officers, Emmanuel had said “something along the lines of” “I know who you are, I know where to find you and I will kill you”. Emmanuel claims that he told the officers that their behaviour was inhumane, that they knew what an impossible situation people were faced with, and that their behaviour made matters worse for no reason. Emmanuel then said that given this situation, the officers should not be surprised if one of the residents at some point explodes and tries to hurt them.

It appears from the officers’ testimonies that as Emmanuel is threatening them with a fork, they are walking towards him – not the other way around. The officers surround Emmanuel before he reaches the door because “it is a question of a potential situation”. It is unclear what happens next but according to the officers “after some time”, Emmanuel throws the fork on the floor and walks out of the cafeteria. The officers further claim that Emmanuel then takes a handful of forks in one hand on the way out and then throws them on the ground outside of the door of the cafeteria. According to Emmanuel, none of the above is true.

In the court hearing, pictures taken by one of the officers are presented as evidence. Two out of six pictures had been taken some hours after the episode. The audience in court does not get to see the pictures, however we are explained that they show the meat on the floor and a gravy dish that has been tipped over. No pictures of the actual tool that allegedly had been used to threaten the officers are available as evidence, nor are there any pictures of the forks outside of the cafeteria. Answering to the defence lawyer’s questions to why no picture had been taken of the fork that the officer had been threatened with, an officer explains that he “doesn’t know where it went”.

Besides the officers and Emmanuel, there is one witness to the situation at the cafeteria: an employee affiliated with ‘Forenede Service’, the company responsible for catering to Sjælsmark. Her testimony was presented in the second part of the court trial that took place during the summer of 2017. The witness explained that she was present in the cafeteria in Sjælsmark at the time of the incident at approximately six pm. The cafeteria serves meals until 6:15 pm and the dining
room closes at 6:30 pm. In the evening of the incident she remembers that they served chicken fillets with curry sauce. According to her, Emmanuel did not want the other food that day, only the chicken. When she is handing the food to Emmanuel, he becomes “angry at the situation, not at me”. An officer is standing close to her and the rest of the officers are standing in the hall and have listened to what happened. The cafeteria employee affirms that she was not threatened. Neither did she hear Emmanuel make threats against others and has not heard shouting or noise.

**The motivation enhancement measures in the case**

In this context, it is worth revisiting the different aspects of the motivation enhancement measures, which become relevant in this case: the incident takes place in the cafeteria, where residents must eat their meals at given times. This is directly derived from the Danish Aliens Act. In addition, the officers and perhaps also the cafeteria employee seem to work by an unwritten rule according to which residents cannot receive extra food, although it will otherwise be thrown out. The uncertainty regarding the role and mandate of prison officers in the centres and as enforcers of the motivation enhancement measures is also at play: as their role in the centres is civil, they cannot use force or sanction residents. This generates uncertainty also among them. During the court trial, the officers indeed stated that they do not know what their role entails. In another context, one of these state employees has expressed following:

> Our role here is not, as in imprisonment, to minimise the negative consequences of imprisonment. On the contrary, the negative consequences are an implicit part of the construction of these centres.\(^\text{123}\)

The officers are seemingly thrown into a work situation that moves in a legal grey zone, as the status of residents of deportation centres does not fall neatly under any national or international rules. Being used to work in so-called ‘welfare prisons’, they are now put in charge of ‘managing the unwanted’, and their regular professional codes and norms do not fully apply.\(^\text{124}\) Additionally, their highest administrative authority – the Ministry of Integration – persistently announces that the purpose of the centres is to make life as intolerable as possible for residents.\(^\text{125}\) This politically promoted idea gives rise to concern and insecurity among the executing authorities: for how does one avoid minimising the negative consequences of the deportation centres without making matters worse? In a press statement released in August 2013, the head of the Prison Union, Kim Østerbye, for instance writes the following: “I do not hope that the idea is only for prison guards in uniforms to scare asylum seekers”.\(^\text{126}\) By this, he is simultaneously expressing discontent with the lack of guidelines to the Prison and Probation Service regarding their role in the centres, and with the fact that the only guideline seems to give concrete expression to this ‘rule of intolerability’.

The fact that the rule of intolerability was a significant contributing factor in the conflict in the cafeteria is irrelevant from the point of view of criminal law. The discrepancies between the different testimonies were seemingly also deemed irrelevant - notable in this context is the testimony of the cafeteria employee, which, together with the testimony of a female prison officer, call into question the “threatening” nature of Emmanuel’s actions. These statements could perhaps have been relevant in the application of the principle of proportionality, but they were not considered in the verdict. Additionally, the prison officers are public servants, there are four of them, and the law lends more weight to their statements. The reason why there were no pictures of the elements Emmanuel allegedly used to threaten the guards appears in this light also
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to be deemed irrelevant. Finally, in the ruling, the court emphasised the fact that the guards felt threatened – and it is their experience that is given the most weight.

**The making of a deportable subject**

In between the first part of the court trial in spring, and the second part in the summer of 2017, Emmanuel was questioned by the police regarding the question of deportation, specifically about matters that are relevant according to § 26 in the Danish Aliens Act, which states that in cases that may include deportation as part of the punishment, it must be considered whether the deportation can be presumed to have a particularly burdensome effects, for one or several of the following reasons

1. the foreigner’s attachment to the Danish society,
2. the foreigner’s age, state of health and other personal circumstances,
3. the foreigner’s attachment to residents of this country,
4. the consequences of the deportation for the foreigner’s close family members living in Denmark, among these the consideration for the unity of the family,
5. the foreigner’s lack of or poor attachment to the native country or other countries where the foreigner can be expected to take residence, and
6. the risk that the foreigner, with exception of the mentioned instances in § 7, section 1 and 2, or § 8, section 1 and 2, will suffer harm in the native country or other countries where the foreigner can be expected to take residence. Section 2. A foreigner shall be deported following §§ 22-24 and § 25, unless this will conflict with the international commitments of Denmark.

The use of deportation as punishment is part of a contemporary trend where criminal law is used to serve migration-related ends. This merging of criminal law and migration law is usually referred to as the ‘crimmigration’ paradigm. Under this regime, who the offender is becomes more important than the seriousness of their offense. The case of Emmanuel illustrates well this complex logic, both in terms of how the immigration control system effectively criminalises asylum-seekers, and how immigration control mechanisms are then used to punish and expel a criminalised migrant, whose offense was a direct effect of an immigration control system designed to render him deportable. In the summer of 2017, Emmanuel was found guilty of having assaulted four prison officers, and hence of having committed acts of violence and pronounced threats of violence against public servants. He was sentenced to three months of unconditional imprisonment and expulsion from Denmark with a six-year re-entry ban. Shortly after the conviction, Emmanuel was transferred to Kærshovedgård, where he was to await being summoned to serve the sentence.

**Lessons from the paradigmatic case**

Emmanuel’s case allows us to follow in detail how the criminalisation of a legally stranded person takes place in practice. In it, we can observe several aspects of the crimmigration logic at play. *First*, the deportation centres’ setup, their institutional environment, and the presence of uniformed prison officers and police frames and constructs residents as criminals. This is true not only in Emmanuel’s case but is also visible in the criminalisation of hundreds of individuals who have been found guilty of violating the rules of confinement in the deportation centres. *Second,*
the control and surveillance measures that circumscribe residents’ everyday lives put significant pressure on them. These measures range from the ban on working to earn their own money and the isolation they are subjected to, to the regulation of everyday routines through the catering arrangement and the duty to register. Given the political promise to make life ‘intolerable’ for residents and thereby pressure them into leaving Denmark, it is unsurprising that they resort to destructive actions, either targeting themselves, things or others.\textsuperscript{128} The case of Emmanuel is paradigmatic as it mirrors the situation for many other deportation and asylum centre residents— who are charged with minor crimes resulting from the pressure are subjected to, notably poverty, mental illness, and in the case of deportation centres, the deprivation of dignity and life prospects. Finally, we see how a criminal conviction is used instrumentally to legitimise the deportation of an ‘unwanted other’, and especially to strengthen the legitimation of these practices in the eyes of the public.\textsuperscript{129} Once having received a deportation order resulting from a criminal conviction, Emmanuel, and many with him, have extremely limited possibilities to ever obtain residency in Denmark - despite the fact that there may be no prospects for the Danish state to deport them. This, in turn, allows for the state to denounce responsibility for their well-being, subject them to ‘intolerable’ life conditions and ‘solve’ the issue by pressuring them into a life in illegality, in Denmark or elsewhere in Europe. Those who have nowhere to go, are likely to end up as legally stranded residents indefinitely confined in a legal grey zone.

**Concluding remarks**

This part of the report contributes to answering the following question: in face of the fact that the motivation enhancement measures and the deportation centres have not fulfilled their declared function, what are their ‘real’ functions and effects? In brief, our answer is the following:

The deportation centres have resulted in drastic deterioration of the living conditions and the mental and physical health of rejected asylum-seekers (men, women, and children alike), and in more persons being pushed into illegality or criminalisation. This can potentially produce a precarious class of submissive, continuously exploited, and cheap labour force who, from the outset, will not have the chance to do anything about this situation. Instead of listening to the criticism voiced by numerous legal experts, human rights organisations, research reports, civil society, and importantly, the migrants themselves, the government keeps expanding the motivation enhancement measures; most recently with the announcement of a new so-called ‘return centre’ (hjemrejsecenter), which is supposed to house rejected asylum-seekers prior to their relocation to deportation centres.\textsuperscript{130} Current policies, then, come at significant human, societal and economic costs. In order to understand why governments continue to use these policies in spite of their seeming ‘failure’ to obtain their intended function and the adverse effects they produce for rejected asylum-seekers and for society at large, we find it necessary to push the analysis further. In the next part of this report, therefore, we assume our role as critical migration scholars, and provide an analysis of the underlying logic and the ‘surplus’ effects of the deportation centres.
PART II
By focusing on the practice and effects of the motivation enhancement measures targeting legally stranded migrants, this report has shown how specific groups of people are systematically criminalised through legislative, executive and judiciary practices, and via regulations that govern their everyday lives, which take place in a legal grey zone. The grey zone applies both to the legal ‘non-status’ of the residents of deportation centres, and to the rules and logics of these centres: since the deportation centres are not considered as locked institutions, and residents are placed there based on administrative rather than judicial orders, the legal frameworks regulating detention or prisons (i.e. time limits, access to legal advice, guarantee against rights violations) do not apply. Court rulings and reports from human rights organisations point out that the conditions in deportation centres are comparable with indefinite detention. Indeed, the centres are situated somewhere between indefinite detention and the states’ production of stateless people, as they have resulted in a growing number of rejected asylum-seekers being pushed into illegality. Residents are therefore left with very limited possibilities to contest their situation and claim their rights.

The protests, hunger strikes, and demonstrations staged by residents of deportation centres, which have taken place under the slogan ‘stop killing us slowly’, should be understood in this light as an act of reclaiming their right to have rights. We take the concerns raised by these protest movements as an invitation to critically discuss the deportation centres, their logic and ‘surplus effects’, as part of the European deportation regime. This calls for a note on our po-
sitionality. As researchers working in the tradition of socio-legal scholarship, critical migration and border studies, and decolonial studies, we understand the deportation centres as critical sites for struggles over citizenship and belonging. These struggles are profoundly political, in contrast to the state’s framing of detention and deportation practices as neutral responses to a perceived problem of unwanted migrants. Our approach, in contrast, reverses this more or less common perspective, and focuses on the role of the state and the law in producing categories of undesired racialized populations that can legitimately be ‘left to die, slowly’ at the margins of the state and society. We therefore situate the observations of this report within the ongoing debates about the racial and spatial politics of the European migration and border regime. This also enables us to analyse how the struggles of refugees in Denmark resonate with research in the field that highlights the interconnections between border controls, the criminalisation of immigrants and refugees, and institutional racism. We draw three main analytical conclusions regarding the real functions and effects of the Danish deportation centres:

First, the European system of borders and refugee and deportation centres has become a prominent site for struggles over life and death, belonging and exclusion. We need to observe the continuity between migrant deaths in the Mediterranean Sea, which are a direct effect of EU’s violent tightening of its border regime, and the ‘slow death’ and systematic deprivation of dignity, humanity, and life prospects that take place in Europe’s internal, parallel system of formal and informal camps, where the undesired populations are confined. Here, refugees and migrants deemed undesired are kept isolated in facilities with humanitarian minimum standards and constrained in their freedom of movement. As we have seen in the case of the Danish deportation centres, the deliberate production of intolerable conditions have severe effects on residents’ mental and physical well-being. The concept of ‘necropolitics’ captures this state, whereby certain racialized groups of people are exposed to conditions where they are “kept alive, but in a state of injury”. From this perspective, ‘stop killing us slowly’ is not only a slogan, but a lived reality.

Second, the understanding of institutional racism as group-differentiated exposure to premature death is useful for conceptualising this condition. Refugee, rejected asylum seeker and irregular migrant are not only legal, seemingly ‘neutral’ categories: they are racial categories to the extent that they are ascribed to people marked as non-white and as non-belonging to ‘Europe’. Recognising that border regimes are structured by racist logics is crucial for understanding how exposure to group-differentiated social, physical and psychological harms can take place and is justified in the deportation centres. Building on a neo-colonial logic, European states deny the rights, citizenship or humanity status, and political and social membership of racialized migrants much in the same way as they did to the people in the colonies. The same racist logic that prevailed in the colonies is deployed within the ‘metropolis’. This allows European states to legitimise and normalise that racialized migrants are deprived of their basic rights, that significant state resources are devoted to constricting their freedoms and render their lives ‘intolerable’, and that their political agency is denied them in a way that would ignite considerable protest, should similar conditions apply to Europe’s white citizens. Inasmuch as this system also pushes people into illegality, it forces them to enter the informal, rightless and precarious labour market where they are vulnerable to exploitation.

Third, the administrative processes through which institutional racism is implemented includes confinement in detention and deportation centres, stigmatisation, criminalisation, and delegitimisation of rights’ claims. Politicians present the deportation centres as the possible only solution to extrastemic problems, for which the blame lies with refugees and migrants themselves.
Yet the setup of the deportation centres, and the fact that refugees are held without time limit in a legal grey zone where normal judicial safeguards do not apply, point to systemic shortcomings within the current border and migration system. Crimmigration, the merging of immigration law and criminal law, is pivotal to understanding how institutional racism is implemented. Two aspects of crimmigration are particularly important in the Danish context: the first concerns how criminal law is used instrumentally as a means of immigration control to legitimise and legalise the expulsion of unwanted racialized groups of people. As outlined in Part I of this report, legally stranded migrants are put in a situation where they are at high risk of criminalisation. This happens for instance through the fact that their reactions to the constraints imposed on their everyday lives and the significant psychological pressure they are subjected to might result in criminal charges. The second important element to crimmigration in Denmark regards how facilities and technologies associated with punishment, such as imprisonment, security, and surveillance, are used to target migrants. This happens mainly through the implementation of an opaque administrative apparatus, which effectively erodes the fundamental legal protection of migrants – and potentially also the constitutional state. This development goes hand in hand with the global expansion of the security, surveillance and prison industry reported in research. The criminalisation and resulting stigmatisation of migrants held in the deportation centres (which also affects those who have never been suspected or convicted of a crime) legitimises human rights breaches, especially when people in the centres speak up and react to their situation and challenge the practices of the state and its officials.

We argue, then, that deportation centres in Denmark should be understood as an expression of state-sanctioned racism implemented by law: they produce the slow death of rejected asylum seekers. Additionally, the Danish legislation is increasingly being used to deprive specific groups of citizens and non-citizens of their basic rights, or to establish hierarchical differences between Danish first and second-class citizens by law. In light of this, and of the worrying situation exposed by this report on the setup and effects of deportation centres, we may observe that the juridical system is once again facing a historical period in which it proves to be insufficient: instead of protecting the rights of all, it is being used to circumvent human rights and legally implement racism. The struggles of refugees in Denmark and Europe can in this sense be compared to the struggles and instances of resistance against racism and oppression of previous historical times, including the struggles of the suffragettes, and against apartheid. In these historical struggles, new rights were forged, implying changes on both state and interstate levels.

Indeed, the struggles of residents in the Danish deportation centres challenge the conditions set up to deprive legally stranded migrants of their political subjectivity. In 2016, a series of protests had been initiated by the self-organised movement ‘Castaway Souls of Denmark’ in deportation centre Sjælsmark, demanding an end to the ‘politics of killing slowly’ that they were subjected to. As one member of the movement remarked: “In Somalia, death would be quick. But here they are killing you slowly, mentally.” The protesters then also highlighted the ‘surplus’ effects of the motivation enhancement measures and the deportation centres: namely, how the Danish state is slowly killing specific groups of people psychologically (as in acquiring permanent psychological disorders), socially and politically (as in being criminalised and stigmatised by society and having their human rights severely circumscribed) and existentially (as in being bereft of a present and a future). The refugees had become involuntarily - and potentially indefinitely - stuck in Denmark. They feared returning to their countries of origin and could not apply for asylum in another European country, nor leave Europe and try to start a life elsewhere.
in the world. This condition leaves them de facto stateless; what Hannah Arendt termed ‘outlaws by definition’. Their situation highlights not only the shortcomings of Danish asylum procedures, and how the deportation centres have resulted in physical and legal stuckedness. By closing legalisation opportunities and pushing regularised residents into illegality, the restrictive policies effectively produce more of what they were supposed to curtail: that is, illegality and precarity.\textsuperscript{142}

**Figure 3: How does the Danish state produce the premature death of rejected asylum seekers in deportation centres?**

*Politisk / juridisk*

Stigmatisation, illegalisation, criminalisation, Confinement/geographic isolation, no possibilities of rights’ claims, no institutional support

*Socially*

No leisure, no future, no routines, no place for religious practice, no work, no possibilities of education, no possibility to learn Danish, stigmatisation, criminalisation

*Existentially*

No leisure, no future, no routines, no place for religious practice

*Mentally*

Posttraumatic stress, Self harm/suicide attempts, depression, anxiety

*Physically*

Fences, biometric control, geographic isolation, food, healthcare

The struggles of legally stranded migrants in Denmark echo the protests staged by refugees and migrants elsewhere in Europe, notably in the wake of 2015, when the systemic flaws of the current asylum and migration system and their harmful and lethal consequences were rendered visible. Just like control practices at Europe’s external borders are lethal, the deportation centres – or the placement of refugee camps outside of Europe – are unlikely to produce any sustainable solution: not for the migrants held there, nor for the state. Many of the non-deportable rejected asylum seekers in Denmark are not going to return to their countries of origin; some of them will never be able to. We share the concerns voiced by refugee solidarity networks, friends, lawyers, civil society actors and even by some state agents regarding the consequences of indefinitely subjecting people to the deliberately ‘intolerable’ condition of being legally stranded,\textsuperscript{144} deprived
of a dignified present and of a future. Maintaining this condition not only has severe implications for the people affected, but also for our society. We believe that it is possible and necessary to find solutions that enable the inclusion of non-deportable rejected asylum seekers in law and society, instead of suspending their rights and confining them indefinitely to a legal grey zone. A starting point is to listen to the demands put forward by the rejected asylum-seekers themselves. The demands of the protesters from Castaway Souls of Denmark, and later the hunger strikers in Kærshovedgård, were the following: the right to have rights, freedom to move, freedom to stay, the closure of asylum centres and prisons, and an end to the criminalisation of migrants and refugees. Listening to these demands entails placing them in their right context: as one of many human rights’ struggles that proved to be necessary for the rights’ regime to be corrected and that offer inspiration for new political projects for inclusive social change. With this report, we also hope to have made yet another contribution such debates.
NOTES

1) Interviewed by the authors, 2017. In order to ensure the anonymity of our informants, fictive names are used throughout the report. The person whose case constitutes the 'paradigmatic case' of this report has given his consent to share his case files with the authors. However, names and dates have been changed in order to protect his identity.

2) The centres are officially called “udrejsecenter” in Danish, which translates into ‘departure centre’. In this report, we will refer to them as deportation centres, e.g. “udrejsecentre”, as their purpose is to hold individuals in detention-like conditions before a deportation that takes place against their will can be carried out.

3) Inger Støjberg in Politiken 01/06/2016
4) Inger Støjberg in Politiken 01/06/2016
5) Ministry of Justice, 16. August 2013
6) Helsinki-Komité 2017
8) The intention is that Sjælsmark will also house Somali families, who had their residence permits revoked, until they are deported; see Clante Bendixen 2017.
9) The centres are officially called “udrejsecenter” in Danish, which translates into ‘departure centre’. In this report, we will refer to them as deportation centres, e.g. “udrejsecentre”, as their purpose is to hold individuals in detention-like conditions before a deportation that takes place against their will can be carried out.

11) Rigspolitiet 2015; Helsinki-Komité 2017
12) Cf. Clante Bendixen 2011; 2017
13) Flyvbjerg 2006
14) Grant 2007: 30.
15) COM 2014; British Red Cross 2017; Lundberg 2017
16) Clante Bendixen 2011; 2017
17) Art. 33 in the Refugee Convention; see also Ny i Danmark 2009.

18) Ministersvar 21/12/2017
19) Ministersvar 10/01/2018
20) Interview with resident of Kærshovedgård, 2017
21) Clante Bendixen, 2011
22) Ministersvar, 21/12/2017
27) See Wechke 2017, Information 2017; Politiken 2014a, b, c, d, e og 2017k.
31) See Amnesty International 2017 for critique of deportations to Afghanistan. The Danish ‘fact-finding mission’ to Somalia, which now serves as the basis for withdrawing Somali nationals’ residence permits, never even entered Somalia, as this was considered to be too dangerous. See Clante Bendixen 2017.
32) See for instance CREDO 2013; Dahlvik 2017
34) See Lundberg 2017 for overview.
35) Interview with legal advisor 01/06/2016
36) See Lundberg 2017 for critique of deportation.
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